Microsoft Workplace
Analytics Services
Enablement and
Collaboration Assessment

Business challenge
The shift to remote work has changed the way employees interact with one another.
Thankfully, Microsoft® Workplace Analytics puts data from Microsoft 365™ to work
to help you understand collaboration patterns that empower business
decision-making in a remote-based world.

Benefits
•

collaboration patterns.
•

can help you navigate the platform and drive results.

Our solution
Our Collaboration Assessment is a great place to begin your journey with

Get analysis and actionable insights
across three common business

Microsoft Workplace Analytics gives your organization a way to measure the day-to-day
actions of your end users that drive business outcomes. Get started with a partner who

Discover your organization’s

outcomes.
•

Identify the biggest opportunity
areas and how to tackle them.

Our partners

Workplace Analytics. The assessment provides:
Discovery of your organization’s collaboration patterns

Insights on meeting culture, manager effectiveness and employee engagement

Related services

Identification of biggest areas of opportunity with an actionable plan

Adoption and Organizational

for addressing them
Two-day Workplace Analytics Academy analyst essentials training
Logistics and requirements:
• USD estimated $35K
• Four-week remote engagement led by Workplace Analytics badged experts
• Deliverables include a report out of findings and recommendations and
Workplace Analytics Academy
• Requirements:
• Workplace Analytics licensing and active instance
• Office 365® tenant credentials for Insight
• Access to data and resources required to complete assessment

1.800.INSIGHT | insight.com

Change Management Services
Managed Office 365
Productivity Application Services

Delivered by Workplace Analytics
badged, certified Microsoft Service

Microsoft partner for

adoption specialists
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delivering Microsoft adoption
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managed Enterprise
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and change services
Development and Power Platform
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expertise and resources to augment

for the fourth consecutive year

Global footprint, supporting clients in

21 countries

Workplace Analytics results

Collaboration Assessment: High Level Workplan
Final Readout/Workplace

Mailbox data
Kickoff

processing completed

Project start

Week 1

Interim check-in

Week 2

Analytics Academy

Week 4

Week 3
Review final

2 weeks*
• Get internal sign-offs and send communications.
• Identify project team.

• Highlight areas

readout with

of strength and

project team.

opportunities for
improvement.

• Provision Office 365® accounts for Insight team.

• Prioritize

• Complete onboarding and setup.

opportunity

• Schedule executive interviews.

areas.
• Get a

* This timeline depends on completion of onboarding
tasks and access to internal resources.

recommended
roadmap and
next steps.

A true end-to-end partner
Today, technology isn’t just supporting the business; it’s becoming the business. At Insight, we help you navigate complex challenges to
develop fresh solutions and processes. We’ll help you manage today’s priorities and prepare for tomorrow’s needs.
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About Insight
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions™ that help your organization run smarter.
We’ll work with you to maximize your technology investments, empower your workforce to work smarter, optimize your business and create
meaningful experiences.
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